Event-related potentials to single-cycle binaural beats of a pure tone, a click train, and a noise.
There are only few electrophysiological studies on a phenomenon called "binaural beats" (BBs), which is experienced when two tones with frequencies close to each other are dichotically presented to the ears. And, there is no study in which the electrical responses of the brain to BBs of complex sounds are recorded and analyzed. Owing to a recent method based on single-cycle BB stimulation with sub-threshold temporary monaural frequency shifts, we could record the event-related potentials (ERPs) to BBs of a 250-Hz tone as well as those to the BBs of a 250/s click train and to the BBs of a recurrent 4-ms Gaussian noise. Although fundamental components of the click train and noise stimuli were lower in intensity than the tonal stimuli in our experiments, the N1 responses to the BBs of the former two wide-spectrum sounds were recorded with significantly larger amplitudes and shorter latencies than those to the BBs of a tone, suggesting an across-frequency integration of directional information. During a BB cycle of a complex sound, the interaural time differences (ITDs) of the spectral components are all equal to each other at any time; whereas their interaural phase differences (IPDs) are all different. The ITD rather than the IPD should, therefore, be the cue that is relied upon by the binaural mechanism coding the perceived lateral shifts of the sound caused by BBs. This is in line with across-frequency models of human auditory lateralization based on a common ITD, fulfilling a straightness criterion.